Segment model (SM) is a family of methods by using segmental distribution rather than frame-based features (e.g. HMM) to represent the underlying characteristics of observation sequence. It has been proved to be more precise than that of HMM. However, the high complexity prevents these models from practical system. In this paper we present a framework to reduce the computational complexity of segment model by fixing the number of the basic unit in the segment to share the intermediate computation results. Our work is twofold. First, we compared the complexity of SM with HMM and proposed a fast SM framework based on the comparison. Second we use two examples to illustrate this framework. The fast SMs have better performance than the system based on HMM, and at the mean time, we successfully keep the computation complexity of SM at the same level of HMM.
INTRODUCTION
HMM has been used successfully for acoustic modeling in many speech recognition systems. Assuming that feature vectors are conditionally independent given the state sequence, the task of extracting the trajectory can be elegantly achieved by Viterbi algorithm frame by frame.
However, this assumption is far from reality, which limits the ability of HMM to grasp the relations within a segment. The state in HMM is a stationary process and the output of these states are independent. It is a not enough to represent a non-stationary observation sequence by a piecewise state sequence [6] . In order to handle these problems, a lot of methods have been proposed. SM [I] is a family of methods among them. The well acoustic modeling of SM is at the cost of much higher computation than that of HMM, which prevents SM from being applied in practical system. The high 0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE complexity of SM is due to the evaluation on segment score which cannot be decomposed and the intermediate information of score evaluation is not shareable between different segments even for the case that two segments only differ by one frame. Most of works accelerating the SM are focused on efficient pruning algorithm [8] [9] . These algorithms do speed up SM greatly but they are still far slower than HMM, since the computation of these algorithms is based on segment while HMM is based on frame. In our study, we propose a framework to reduce the complexity of the SM, which divide the computation of segment scores into frame-based scores and sharing the intermediate computation results. Guided by this h ework, we proved the complexity of Stochastic Segment model (SSM) [2] , one kind of SM, is not proportional to the product of the number of the models and the maximum number of allowable durations but is only related to the number of the models, or more exactly, the number of regions (states) in model, which keeps the same level of complexity as the HMM's. We have also greatly enhanced the speed of the Parametric Trajectory model (PTM) [5] [6] , another kind of SM, after some minor modifications to the original algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. A comparison of computation complexity between the SM and the HMM is addressed in the next section. Then we propose the fast SM framework and use two examples to illustrate it, the fast SSM and the fixed PTM in section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results of the fast SM. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5 .
COMPARISON BETWEEN HMM AND SM
Given sequence for a sentence, 3 =fx,,x,,...,+> , the decoding process for HMM is (Viterbi algorithm):
(1) J:(a,i) = P ( X , l~, i ) + ,~~, ( J :~, (~, j ) ) . The final solution for the best Dath is (3) and the best path can be gotten by backtracking the best final score. According to (I) and (2), the total cost of the Viterbi algorithm is essentially the cost of computing the state scores. The computation of the state scores is proportional to the number of states in each reference model and the observation sequence length. For a searching algorithm without pruning, the approximate time complexity is 'XT.1d.e.Cr) and the space complexity isO(lR1.
where c is the time cost of computing P k la,n) and is the average number of states in each model. The decoding process for SM is:
where J: is the accumulated score of the best reference sequence ending at time point m ; pm(x: 1 a ) is the segment score for segment x: ; P, (x: I a ) is segmental level information such as duration distribution and C is the penalty factor for each segment. The best segment sequence can be obtained by backtracking from the best final score J ; too. At each time point, number of kxhypothesis segments need to be examined for each reference model and this is the main computation in the SSM. So the time complexity of the SM is o(c*,'T.lnl 'Lm-) , where 4, is the maximum number of allowable model durations and is the time cost of a segment. '*s is comparable to cs'L in the HMM or even more complex. The space complexity i s 0 0 .The SM is more costly than the HMM.
FAST FRAMEWORK OF SM
The efficiency of Dynamic programming lies in the reduction of computation on overlapping sub-problems, which includes two aspects: one is the overlapping computation on the basic unit and the other is the overlapping operations to recombine these units into different final results at some definite constraints. A subproblem is called overlapping if it has to be solved over and over again. As far as SM and HMM concerned, the overlapping unit is the segment in SM and the frame in -Hh4M. The ratio of time cost for the overlapping unit in SM is enormously higher than that in HMM. Computation of the basic unit scores is an extremely time consuming process in traditional SSM. In our test, 97.6% of the time has been spent to obtain the overlapping unit scores in SSM while the percentage in HMM is 51.4%.The main , computation of the SM is due to the computation on the overlapping unit. Most SMs can be categorized to the Constrained Mean Trajectory SM (CMTSM) [I], such as SSM and F'TM.
CMTSM assumes that the region is independent from other regions given the segment; the mapping of feature vector to region is related to the duration of segment and its position in the segment. That means the computation of frame score in specific region is irrelevant to other frames in the same segment or other regions in the same reference and the segment score can be calculated by summing up these frame scores in the segment in a linear way without complex operations, e.g., dynamic time warping.
This assumption guarantees to dissolve the overlapping unit from segment into frames and recombine these frame scores to obtain the segment score in an efficient way. The overlapping property of the frame-based unit is another question we need to consider since not all SM algorithms that belong to the CMTSM will meet this property. Usually, the overlapping property for frame-based unit in SM is hard to meet. In this case, we use a linear time resampling to deal with the variable length of segment and region scores can be shared by other segment. Given speech sequence x r , a fixed length sequence Yf can he obtained by [2] :
. . where14 is the largest integer n 2 x .
In short, to speed up a specific CMTSM, we will check the overlapping property of the frame-based unit, e.g., region. If the condition doesn't meet, we fix the number of regions in model and use the linear time re-sample to make the model uniform. In implementation, when moving to a new time point in the observation sequence, we first compute all the region models in active reference patterns and store them in a huge table for later retrieval; then we obtain the "state" score of dynamic programming at current time point hy summing up the region scores at the current segment. The computation for each time point is the incremental part for the segment and R -l addition operations to obtain the segment score for each reference pattern instead of the computation on the whole segment.
The fast SM algorithm is described as follows: This is the framework we proposed to reduce the complexity of SM. We will use two more examples to illustrate the kamework.
Complexity of SSM
SSM represents observation sequence by a fixed length time alignment region sequence. The linear time re-sample described above is used to map the variable length segment x: to the fixed length model region sequence Y The log conditional probability of a segment x: given model a is:
Trace backl; to get the optimal path; whereKW4is the duration distribution of segment givena. From the analysis above, SSM meets the conditions of the fast SM framework. The computation of segment score in (7) can be distributed to each region of the model. The region is the overlapping unit we referred above and the overlapping properly is guaranteed by the linear time resampling. The total cost of the SSM algorithm is essentially the cost of computing the region scores. So the time complexity of the computation on region is qC*-T'Iq.L) and the space complexity i s. k z ) . The complexity of the SSM is at the same level as the H M M ' s and is not proportional to the number of allowable durations.
Fast FTM
In PTM, the features in a segment are modeled by parameterization through constant, linear, or higher order polynomial regression instead of using a sequence of regions to represent the curve of trajectory. A speech segment .: given model a can be modeled as:
where is the polynomial regression coefficient of order p and 6 is a residual error with covariance matrix x= after data fitting by the first term in (8). The frame score P(x, 1 P ( X , I v,) = in (5) given durationN is:
In the original method, the number of regions is variable to accommodate the variable duration of segment. Though PTM meets the iknction (3, the basic units in PTM are changed as the duration N changed and no longer meet the requirement of overlapping. For example, two segments for the same reference both begin at time point 1, the first one ends at IO and the other ends at 15. The durations of both segments are different, so the P -order polynomials in (8) are different too, which leads that the frame scores in (9) can't be shared in different segments.
In fast PTM, we fix the number of region sequence in the reference and use the linear time re-sample to map the variable length segment to the region sequence with fixed duration. The overlapping unit is the frame like structure P(xc I in (9) after fixing the number of duration in the model. The following steps are just similar to the SSM. In this way, it has greatly accelerated the PTM by slightly downgrading the performance of the system.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiment Corpus
Speech Materials: the Mandarin digit string database includes 55 males' speech and each one has 80 utterances. The length of each utterance varies from 1 to 7 digits and the average length is 4. The vocabulary is "0" to "9"and "yiaol". Statistical results show that all digits have the same probability to be uttered, and the connections of digits are considered and balanced. At the mean time, positions (start/middle/end) of the digits in the string are balanced too 141. We take the first 40 speakers as the training set and the remaining 15 speakers as the test set. Table I compares the modeling ability of HMM and SSM. From the experiments we can see that SSM can model more precisely than HMM. SSM not only performs better than the HMMI, whose total number of multidimensional pdfs is approximately equal to SSMI, but also excels the HMMII. As the number of regions and mixture components increase, the SM has great potential to achieve higher performance. SSMII has achieved 95% recognition results for mandarin digit strings. 20 regions. The feature frames in segment for the PTM are divided to 3 sub-segments according to the time evenly and map to 3 sub-segments separately. Other parameters are the same with the baseline system. Table 2 presents the recognition results of the fixed PTM and the original PTM. We can conclude from the experiment that the performance of PTM system has been slightly downgraded after these modifications, but it is acceptable. 
Experiment results
CONCLUSIONS
Though the similar skill has been applied in HMM for a long time, it is first time to be proposed in SM (CMTSM). The main reason is that SM models the observation sequence in segment rather than in frame and it is natural to compute the segment score integrally. The other is the variable length of segment, which results in the basic units are not sharable in different segments. Fast SM framework boosts the SM greatly by make uniform the basic unit in SM and sharing the intermediate results of segmental computation. We also use two examples to illustrate this framework SSM and PTM, which are far more effective than the original model with comparable performance. By this framework, we see the potential to implement the SM to LVCSR in current computation condition and it will be our focus of future work.
